Abstract. In this work we study the one-dimensional contact process with diffusion using two different approaches to research the critical properties of this model: the supercritical series expansions and finite-size exact solutions. With special emphasis we look to the multicritical point and its crossover exponent that characterizes the passage between DP and mean-field critical properties. This crossover occurs in the limit of infinite diffusion rate and our results pointed φ = 4 as the better estimate for the crossover exponent in agreement with computational simulations.
Introduction
In the last years there has been a growing interest in nonequilibrium phase transitions [1, 2] . The absence of a general theory nonequilibrium systems originates a great number of open problems, even in one-dimensional systems that, in the equilibrium regime, generally are exactly solvable. Usually, numerical simulations are a useful technique in the study of phase transitions and critical phenomena, and its power has been growing with the increasing capacity of the computers and the development of new simulational techniques. Non-equilibrium models are particularly suited for simulations. However, others approaches may be complementary in the study of these phenomena. Thus, it is interesting study the systems by other techniques. Among these alternative methods we can cite the series expansions [3] , which in some cases lead to very precise estimates for the critical properties that characterize these transitions [3, 4] and the exact diagonalization of the time evolution operator in finite-size systems [5] .
A special case of the non-equilibrium models are the ones that exhibit absorbing states [1] , that is, states that may be reached in their dynamics, but transitions leaving them are forbidden. Since such models do not obey detailed balance, they are intrinsically out of equilibrium. The most studied system for this class of problems is the so called contact process (CP) model [6] , a toy model for the spreading of an epidemic. This model displays a transition between an absorbing and an active state with critical exponents belonging to the directed percolation (DP) universality class [7] . In addition, the CP model is related to the Schlögl's lattice model for autocatalytic reactions [8] and the Reggeon Field Theory [9] .
Many variants of this model have been studied [10, 11, 12, 13] , most of them belonging to DP class also. In fact, the robustness of this universality class is an evident characteristic of these models. Such robustness is explained by the conjecture that all models with phase transitions between active and absorbing states with a scalar order parameter, short range interactions and no conservation laws belong to this class [14] .
One of these variants is the CP with diffusion [15] , which exhibits a critical line instead of a critical point. This line begins at the critical point of the model without diffusion and ends in the infinite diffusion rate limit, where the critical properties of the system approaches those predicted by the mean-field approximation. For finite values of the diffusion rate, the critical behavior of this model is dominated by the DP universality class. This is not surprising, since the original dynamic includes an intrinsic diffusion process. On the other hand, the mean-field behavior in the limit of infinite diffusion may be understood considering that, since diffusion processes are dominating the evolution of the system in this limit, creation processes are effectively determined by the mean densities, as is supposed in the mean-field approximation. This change of behavior at the infinite diffusion rate limit, between the critical behavior of the DP class and the one predicted by the mean-field approximation, characterizes a crossover of the critical properties in the neighborhood of a multicritical point. As in the equilibrium case we may then write any density variable, in the neighborhood of a multicritical point, as the following scaling form [16] :
where α is a transition rate for annihilation of particles, D is the diffusion rate, ranging between 0 and 1, θ is a critical exponent associated to the density variable g, corresponding to the value predicted by the mean-field approximation and φ is the crossover exponent. The scaling function F (z) is singular at a point z = z 0 of its argument, such that the critical line, in the neighborhood of the multicritical point, corresponds to
One of the first studies of this problem was performed by Dickman and Jensen [15] , who considered the model using supercritical series in α with the diffusion rate D taken as a fixed parameter. Therefore, in their calculation series expansions are derived for fixed values of the diffusion rate D, and the analysis of this series leads, among other information, to the phase diagram of the model with diffusion. However, they found that the fluctuations of the estimates provided by d-log Padé approximants increase as the diffusion rate grows, so that the critical curve was obtained only up to D ≈ 0.8. Since the crossover exponent φ characterizes the critical curve close to the infinite diffusion rate limit D → 1 no precise estimate of the crossover exponent was possible. The disappointing performance of the Padé approximants as the multicritical point is approached is not surprising, since it is known tha one-variable series analysis techniques are not effective close to such points [16] . More recently [11] , the model was simulated in a conservative ensemble. These simulations display smaller fluctuations in the estimates, making it possible to obtain the critical line up to values close to the multicritical point, furnishing the value φ = 4.03(3) for the crossover exponent. This result is consistent with the lower bound φ ≥ 1 predicted by Katori in [17] .
In the present work, we obtain estimates for the critical line, exponents β and z as well as the crossover exponent φ for the one-dimensional CP with diffusion. For this task we use two approaches: a two-variable supercritical series and exact solutions for finite-size one-dimensional lattices. The supercritical series is analyzed using a partial differential approximants (PDAs) [16, 18, 19] . This technique seems to be more appropriate for the analysis of a two-variable series with a multicritical behavior, as is shown by the results obtained for other models [12, 20] . This paper is organized as follows. In section II we present the model and the mean-field results, in section III we show the derivation of the supercritical series and in section IV the analysis of this series is presented. In section V we discuss the finite-size exact solution and their results for diffusive CP model. Finally, in section VI, the conclusions and final discussions of this work may be found.
Definition of the model and mean-field results
In a one-dimensional lattice each site can be empty or occupied by a particle, so that we will associate an occupation variable η i = 0, 1 to the site i. The evolution of the system is governed by markovian local rules such that the particles are annihilated with rate α and created in empty sites with a transition rate n/2, where n is the number of occupied nearest neighbors and z is the total number of nearest neighbors. In addition to these rules that define the CP, we include a diffusive process, allowing the hopping of particles to empty nearest neighbor sites at the rateD = D/(1 − D). The configuration such that all sites are empty is an absorbing state. The passage from an active steady state, with a nonzero density of particles, to the absorbing state defines a transition line in the (α, D) plane as shown in figure 1 .
A mean-field approach for this model can be obtained at several levels of approximation [1] . In the one-site level the role of the diffusion is irrelevant since it contributed equally to creation and annihilation of particles at a given site i. Already in the two-site level it is possible to determine the critical line by using as variables the parameters α and D. This line is described by the expression
and is very easy to show that in the neighborhood of the multicritical point, (α c = 1, D = 1), the behavior of this curve is given by the scaling relation
where φ = 1. On the three-site level an unitary crossover exponent also appears, as may be seen in figure 1 . This result is in accordance with the lower bound, φ ≥ 1, determined by Katori [17] . Comparing the mean-field approximation with the simulational result [11] , we observe that the first approach always overestimates the supercritical region of the models. Even in the higher diffusion region, the critical line obtained using mean-field does not coincide with the simulational result. Actually, this coincidence occurs only in the multicritical point.
In the next section we will derive the supercritical series in the variables λ andD to determine the value of this exponent and compare it with that obtained in [11, 15] .
Derivation of the supercritical series for the model
We use the operator formalism proposed by Dickman and Jensen [4] in order to derive a supercritical series. To this end, we define the microscopic configuration of the lattice, |η , as the direct product of kets |η = i |η i , with the following orthonormality property, η|η ′ = i δ η i ,η i ′ . The particle creation and annihilation operators at site i are defined as Top: phase diagram obtained using the two-and three-site mean-field approach and results of simulations [11] . Bottom: the log-log plot of the same quantity is plotted and compared to the result φ = 1 and φ = 4 for these approaches.
In this formalism, the state of the system at time t is
where p(η, t) is the probability of a configuration η at time t. If we define the projection onto all possible states as | ≡ {η} η| then the normalization of the state of the system may be expressed as |ψ = 1. In this notation, the master equation for the evolution of the state is:
The evolution operator S may be expressed in terms of the creation and annihilation operators as S = µR + V where
where µ ≡ 2α andD = D/α. We notice that the operator R diffuses (01 → 10) or annihilates particles (1 → 0), while the operator V acts in the opposite way, generating particles (0 → 1). It is convenient to join the diffusion with the annihilation process to avoid ambiguities in the truncation of the series at a certain order. For small values of the parameter µ the creation of particles is favored, and the decomposition above is convenient for a supercritical perturbation expansion. Using the equations (8) and (9) the action of each operator on a generical configuration (C) is given by
where the first sum is over r 1 sites with particles and one empty neighbor, the two next sums are over r 2 sites with particles and two empty neighbors and the last sum is over all sites occupied by a particle. Configuration (C ′ i ) is obtained moving the particle at the site i to the single empty neighbor site, (C
) is a configuration where the particle at the site i moved to the empty neighbor at the right (r) or at the left (l) is replaced by a hole and one of the empty neighbors (at the right or left) is occupied. On the other hand, the action of operator V is
where the first sum is over the q 1 empty sites with one occupied neighbor, the second sum is over the q 2 empty sites with two occupied neighbors. Configuration (C ′′′ i ) is obtained occupying the site i in configuration (C).
To obtain a supercritical expansion for the ultimate survival probability of particles, we start by remembering that in order to access the long-time behavior of a quantity, it is useful to consider its Laplace transform,
Inserting the formal solution |ψ(t) = e St |ψ(0) of the master equation (7) we find
The stationary state |ψ(∞) ≡ lim t→∞ |ψ(t) may then be found by means of the relation
A perturbative expansion may be obtained by assuming that |ψ(s) can be expressed in powers of µ and using (13),
Since
we arrive at
and
for n ≥ 1. The action of the operator (s − V ) −1 on an arbitrary configuration (C) may be found by noticing that
and using the expression 11 for the action of the operator V , we get
where the first sum is over the q 1 empty sites and one occupied neighbor, the second sum is over the q 2 empty sites and two occupied neighbors, and we define s q ≡ 1/(s+q 1 +2q 2 ). It is convenient to adopt as the initial configuration a translational invariant one with a single particle (periodic boundary conditions are used). Now, looking at the recursive expression (20) , we may notice that the operator (s − V ) −1 acting on any configuration generates an infinite set of configurations, and thus we are unable to calculate |ψ in a closed form. However, it is possible calculate the extinction probabilitỹ p(s), which corresponds to the coefficient of the vacuum state |0 . As happens also for models [4, 3] related to the CP, configurations with more than j particles only contribute at orders higher than j, and since we are interested in the ultimate survival probability for particles P ∞ = 1 − lim s→0 sp(s), s q may be replaced by 1/q in equation (20) . An illustration of this procedure may be found in a previous calculation [12] .
The algebraic operations described above is performed by a simple algorithm which allow us to calculate 24 terms with a processing time to about 2 hours. Actually, the limiting factor in this operation is the memory required. In this way we define the coefficients b i,j for the ultimate survival probability as:
and they are listed in Table 1 . 
Analysis of the series
To obtain estimates of the critical properties, specially the critical line, from the supercritical series for the ultimate survival probability as given by the equation (21), we initially use d-log Padé approximants. These approximants are defined as ratios of two polynomials In our case the function f (λ) represents the series for
is a function of one variable, we fix the value ofD to calculate these approximants. For a fixed value ofD one pole of the approximant F will correspond to the critical point while the associated residue will be the critical exponent β. We calculate approximants with L + M ≤ 24, restricting our calculation to diagonal or close to diagonal approximants, which usually display a better convergence. Thus L = M + ξ, where ξ = 0, ±1 and with D =D/(1 +D) ranging between 0 and 0.8. Examples of estimates for the critical values of µ obtained from these approximants is given in Table 2 for different values of the diffusion.
For each value of the diffusion rate, we calculate about eight approximants, obtaining the estimate of µ c associated to diffusion as an arithmetic average of results furnished by these set of approximants and error bar associated to it corresponds to standard deviation of the estimates. From this we obtain the phase diagram shown in the figure 2. With the purpose of comparison with the results coming from the conservative simulations [11] we use the variables α ≡ µ/2 and D ef f = αD/(1 + αD). We also calculate the β exponent associated to the order parameter for differents values of D exhibited in the figure 3 . Similar to what happens with the critical point a growing fluctuation for high diffusion rate values is visible.
Turning back to the discussion about the critical line, we see that for higher values of the diffusion the dispersion increases, and estimates with larger error bars are found. Nevertheless, the exponent φ = 4 seems to describe well the calculated points of the critical line. However, this result would be different if we used approximants to series closer to the infinite diffusion rate limit. This error in the approximants for high values of the diffusion rate is attributed to the alternated sign of the series terms [15] . Another explanation would come from the fact that in the neighborhood of a multicritical point the reduction of a two-variable series to one variable leads to very poor estimates of the critical properties [12] close to a multicritical point.
To overcome this problem we analyze the series using Partial Differential Approximants (PDA's) [16] , that generalize the d-log Padé approximants for a two-variable series. These approximants are defined by the following equation
where P , Q, and R are polynomials in the variables x and y with the set of nonzero coefficients L, M, and N, respectively. The coefficients of the polynomials are obtained by substitution of the series expansion of the quantity which is going to be analyzed
into equation (23) and requiring the equality to hold for a set of indexes defined as K. This procedure leads to a system of linear equations for the coefficients of the polynomials, and since the coefficients f k,k ′ of the series are known for a finite set of indexes this places an upper limit to the number of coefficients in the polynomials. Since the number of equations has to match the number of unknown coefficients, the numbers of elements in each set must satisfy K = L + M + N − 1 (one coefficient is fixed arbitrarily). An additional issue, which is not present in the one-variable case, is the symmetry of the polynomials. Two frequently used options are the triangular and the rectangular arrays of coefficients. The choice of these symmetries may be related to the symmetry of the series itself [18] . In our case, the series presents a triangular symmetry when express in terms of the variables x = α and y = αD/(1 + αD).
It is possible to show [18] that we can determine the multicritical properties using the equation 23 and the hypothesis of that in the neighborhood of the multicritical point, the function f obeys the following scaling form
where
Here ν is the critical exponent of the quantity described by f when ∆ y = 0, e 1 and e 2 are the scaling slopes [16] and φ is the crossover exponent.
On the other side, our calculation was successful when we use the method of the characteristics to integrate equation (23). This is made by introducing a timelike variable τ , so that a family of curves is obtained in the plane (x(τ ), y(τ )) (the characteristics). Such curves obey to the equations dx dτ
It is possible to show that integrating the equations (28) from a specific point of the critical line, the resulting characteristic is equivalent to the the critical line. In figure 4 we show a comparison between a characteristic curve and the simulational result [11] . The number of elements in the sets of the calculated approximants was varying as follows: K = 55 − 190, M = N = 20 − 53 and L = 15 − 54. In each of these curves, we calculate his inclination in the neighborhood of the multicritical point, determining a value for the exponent φ and the mean value for this exponent results as φ = 4.02±0.13, consistent with simulations in the particle conserving ensemble [11] . Using all the characteristic curves calculated we derive an 'average curve', calculating for each value of α on arithmetic average for D ef f . This curve is shown in the figure 5 jointly with the result originating from the simulation and with the scaling form (1 − D ef f ) ∼ (1 − α) 4 . In the same figure we see that the exponent φ = 4 is well fitted to the results of simulation and of the PDA's. This scaling form is based on the argument of the scaling function Z presented in the equation (25), where φ = 4 and z 0 is a parameter properly chosen. We remark that this scaling form coincides with the characteristic curve and with the simulation even in the weak diffusion regime. This is somewhat surprising since its validity would be expected only in the neighborhood of the multicritical point.
Unfortunately, even using the algorithm proposed by Styer [18] we were not able to obtain precise estimates for the crossover exponent φ from the scaling form shown in equation (25). However, integrating a set of approximants, we could determine the characteristic curves whose initial point is coincident with the critical point of the CP without diffusion of particles. These curves are estimates for the critical line of the CP model with diffusion going beyond the values achieved in [15] and [11] and corroborating the initial result of this last reference in that φ ≈ 4.
Exact solution for finite systems
An interesting approach to study stochastic systems is the exact solution of models with increasing numbers of sites L followed by extrapolations to the thermodynamic limit [5] . This is accomplished by considering operator S and its eigenvalues. For process governed by the master equation vanishing eigenvalues,µ 0 = 0, of the evolution operator correspond to stationary states of the system. For finite systems with absorbing states, only these states are stationary, and no active stationary state is found. To study the transition between an active and a stationary state, we may consider the behavior of the eigenvalue with the second smallest absolute value Γ = |µ 1 | of the operator. This eigenvalue is related to the quasi-stationary state [21] and will eventually become degenerate with µ 0 in the thermodynamic limit, originating the phase transition.
In a one-dimensional lattice with L sites, we construct a set of configurations that works as basis of the operator. Using periodic boundary conditions some of these configurations will be related for a symmetry C L over cyclic rotations. These symmetries reduces the number of the independent vectors of the basis.
On the other hand, a scaling behavior for Γ, with D held fixed, is given by the expression
where ∆ = |α c − α|. Defining the quantity
we may estimate the critical point α c (L) finding the intersection of the curves Y L and Y L+1 [5] . This procedure resembles the phenomenological renormalization group [22] . The sequence α c (L) of estimates for a given value of D, with L ranging between 4 and 14, was extrapolated to the thermodynamic limit, producing a critical line shown in the figure 6. Although in the higher diffusion region the coincidence between the two lines, shown in the figure, reduces there seems to be no doubt that φ = 4 is a good estimate for the crossover exponent. Actually, the estimative for this exponent using the exact diagonalization approach is φ = 3.87 ± 0.17. Probably for high diffusions is necessary to study larger lattices to determine more precise results for the critical point as well as its exponent. The exponent z is shown as function of the diffusion rate in the figure 7. For smaller diffusion rate, the exponent value coincide with that predicted by the DP universality class. However, for D > 0.2 occurs a growing of this estimative and a simple quadratic extrapolation gives z = 1.93, near to multicritical point, which is in reasonable agreement with mean-field value for this exponent, z = 2. 
Conclusion
We study the difussive contact process in one-dimension analyzing its critical properties. A special attention is devoted for the determination of the crossover between a classical mean-field behavior in the infinite diffusion limit and DP universality class presents when the diffusion rate is finite. To accomplish this task we use supercritical pertubative series and exact solutions for finite-size lattices. Calculating a supercritical series for the ultimate survival probability and analyzing it using PDA's we obtain estimates for the critical line of the CP model with diffusion. The critical line was derived through the integration of the equation (23) by the method of the characteristics. Direct results for the value of the crossover exponent using the scaling form 25 using Styer's algorithm [18] we were not be able to be obtain with an acceptable precision. However the method of the characteristics permitted us to calculate the critical line and, consequently, the value for the crossover exponent φ. Our result, φ = 4.02 ± 0.13 is in agreement with that derived in [11] and explores a region of diffusion very close to the multicritical point. The technique of the two-variable supercritical series associated with PDA analysis was shown to be accurate enough to determine the critical properties in similar models [12] . Therefore, we believe that a natural extension for this work is analyze related models that apparently possess non-trivial multicritical points. This seems to be the cases of the pair-creation and triplet-creation models with diffusion, also studied in [11] . This research is already in course.
Finally, the results provided by the exact diagonalization of the time evolution operator are according to simulational data as well as that ones obtained by the series analysis. Actually, in higher diffusion region, a greater fluctuation take place, suggesting that this system must be studied in larger sizes. Nevertheless, the critical curve indicates that φ ≈ 4 is a good estimate for the crossover exponent.
